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1

MA KINGSTON
FASHION SHOW 2014

I was luck y en o ugh to b e invite d to th e en d of year fashion
show of the MA Fashion 2014 graduate students from Kingston
University in London. This is where the students show their final
pieces. I very much enjoyed the fantastic view from the front row.

collection, they are two very different designers and therefore
products. Niro Wang is approaching it from the lifestyle side. He
believes we should lead a ‘positive and healthy lifestyle’, hence
using more natural materials such as linen. He has taken elements
of th e natural wo rld a n d mixe d th em w ith elem ent s of p o p
culture, creating a fabulous line. All three are ones to watch and
definitely deserve to celebrate completing their degrees!

With 14 designers showcasing their work, you really were spoilt
for choice. It was both menswear and womenswear which made it
very exciting. The students outdid themselves and I’m sure all will
go on to have successful careers. There were 3 in particular that
caught my eye though. In fact I was tempted to eat beans for the
rest of my life and buy their collections! These three designers
had very different aesthetics.
Elena Gatsenko was classic with a twist. She created beautiful
pieces that were all about the cut and attention to detail whilst
still producing a dramatic and attractive effect. When talking to
her after the show she mentioned that all the lace used in her
designs was handmade in Indonesia. It’s details like that, that
really help you stand out!

2FASHION MONTH
We’ve been from New York, to London, Paris and Milan. Whew!
And we’ve got some great trends for the coming seasons (see
our trends section). This Fashion Month however has shown us
that model Kendall Jenner appears to be here to stay, despite the
naysayers questioning her ability and credentials as a model. We
here at En Vie thinks she looks great on the catwalk! We’ve seen
Beatles covers re-imagined on the catwalk at Tommy Hilfiger and
countless numbers of bloggers on the front row. And through it all
Anna Wintour looked fabulous. Bring on the next one!

Charlotte Ham also caught my eye. Her designs all had some form
of cut out, but with another layer underneath. This layer was in
a dif ferent colour or material. Some of her work was also 3D!
A gain, her pieces were ones that could be worn now or easily
translated into a more ready to wear appropriate item. Upon
talking to her af ter the show she told me how the inspiration
for her collec tion was the negative space within a building ,
otherwise known as ‘the void’ in architecture. She was drawing
the eye to the void. This may sound like a strange way to design
clothing but do you know what? It worked! Her clothes were
elegant, interesting and above all wearable.
And finally Niro Wang; I think Niro is very brave to not only enter
into the fashion world with a surname already famous but also
to design a spor t y collec tion. Niro stamped his own identit y
onto the fashion world though with lots of dif ferent textures
such as mesh, cotton and linen. He also designed a long line, or
maxi, bomber jacket which shouldn’t work but did...wonderfully!
Niro mixed a sp or t y and a bohemian vibe to create, again , a
very wearable collection. He told me that whilst he may share a
name with Alexander Wang and have released a sports inspired

3

BARBIE LAGERFELD

Yes, the unimaginable has happened! Barbie makers Mattel are
teaming with Karl Lagerfeld to release a Barbie Doll that is styled
just like the great Chanel designer himself! The wonderful doll
was released in limited quantities on September 29 th , so you may
still just have time to snap one up!
C h e c k o u t N e t- A - P o r t e r. c o m , K a r l L a g e r f e l d s t o r e s o r
TheBarbieCollection.com to get your leather fingerless gloved
hands on one.

TRE N DS
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FAS H I O N has brought us lots of
MONTH new trends for S/S14
but here’s how to incorporate them into your autumn/winter wardrobe now.

1. OVER

THE KNEE
BOOTS
A gain?! Yes, again! This time not just any

Whether they are flat, block
heeled or stilettos; over the
knee boots are back with a
vengeance. If you want to try
something different from the
usual brown or black versions,

pointed flat will do though, you need it to

2.

be more autumn friendly. Think loafers with
pointed toes, lace up brogues with a chunky
sole or go for a more floral effect as seen at

Wrap Skirts

Victoria Beckham.

why not try a sexy grey suede
pair? Wear with shor t s and

It doesn’t matter whether they are

skater skir t s for night and

A-line or pencil, midi or mini, the wrap

te a m w i t h yo u r f a i t h f u l

skir t is T H E skir t of th e N ew Yo rk

skinny jeans for a

Fashion Week front row. You can wear

more relaxed look.

with a crop top now, but switch to a
ribbed jumper or polo neck when the
temperatures cool.

5. RIBS
N ot th e B B Q kin d , b ut
the ribbed knitwear
kind. Think finely
ribbed to keep it
elegant

and

f l a t t e r i n g . Tr y a
dre s s w ith s o m e
p ointed flat s , or
a tube midi skirt.

4. SHIRTS
Yes, really. At New York Fashion Week shirts were seen on all
the Front Row and street style bloggers. Team a blue and white
striped shirt with a cute mini or your favourite jeans, ala Alexa
Chung. Try a more structural, individual cut for evening, look to
blogger Aimee Song and Elin Kling for inspiration.

6. Leopard

Print Booties

Yo u c a n a l w ay s
stick to tradition

There are two ways to wear this trend and not one

and rock a ribbed

of them includes looking like a Dynasty extra!

jumper with

A block heeled Chelsea boot works well for a

your leather

daytime look. Use the boots to add a splash

trousers. If you’re

of excitement to your regular jeans and

wearing a dress

tee combo. For night wear a

or skir t keep it

daring stiletto heel with your

more body conscious

favourite LBD to make you

than bagg y or you’ll

walk taller and feel sexier.

just disappear in it!
(Although that does
sound nice and cosy).

Edit & text / JEN LOMAS FASHION BLOGGER @FASHIONCHUHI.BLOGSPOT.COM
Images / TOPSHOP.COM, HM.COM, ZARA.COM, NICHOLASKIRKWOOD.COM
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E DITO RIAL

Fur coat: stylist own
Swimsuit: Gianfranco Ferre
Skirt: Lef ties

COVER ME
Photography / OLGA BAYCHER & ANASTASIA POLSK AYA
Styling & Producing / OLGA PLENKINA –
W W W.OLGA-PLENKINA .COM
Hair & Make up / EVGENIA ROMANOVA
Models / ASYA MISKIMOVA & ANASTASIA REMESHEVSK AYA

Fur coat & dress: stylist own
Ear rings: River Island
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Fur coat & accessories: stylist own

Fur coat & accessories: stylist own

11

Fur coat, dress & accessories:
stylist own

Fur coat, dress & accessories:
stylist own
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TRE N D

A DROP
IN THE
DARK
Text / EMMA BRIGG
Photography / MIKOL A J KR AWCZUNAS –
MIKOL A JKR AWCZUNAS.COM
Model / IZA SIPKO
Hair & Make up / ANNA PIECHOCK A
Light Assistant / JAN NIEDZ WIECKI
Fashion Designer / LELIWA-KOPYST YNSK A
"GAUDI" COLLECTION

I

n polls researching the world's
favourite colours, blue is the colour
which most consistently comes out on
top. This popularity is no surprise - blue
is a colour which looks good on anyone.
Regardless of your colouring or figure,
there is a shade of blue which will make
you look fantastic.
Different shades of blue tend to rise
and wane in popularity with the fashion
seasons. In spring calmer more muted
blues and pastels were the have-to-wear
shades, but now more vibrant blues are
taking the fashion world by storm.
In shades ranging from bright cobalt and
cyan, to deeper sapphire hues, these
beautiful colours can be dressed up in a
sexy-but-stylish dress, or played down
when you feel like relaxing in a coloured
knitwear sweater and jeans. If you don't
feel up to wearing these stand-out colours
in your clothing, they can still be included
in your outfit through your accessories a cheerfully coloured bag or heels, a
statement piece of jewellery, or even some
dramatic blue eye makeup are all great
ways to include the key colour for the
season in your wardrobe in a slightly more
subtle way. However, blue is a colour with
such versatility that it is near impossible to
do wrong, so why not embrace it and dare
to be bright in the chillier months ahead?
The blue trend for this season extends to
every shade of the colour, including navy
and the pastels that were also popular in
the spring, so keep an eye out for great
pieces in every shade. Whether worn as a
statement block colour or a highlight to an
outfit of a contrasting colour, including a
splash of blue in your ensemble can't fail
to give you a look that is right on trend this
autumn.

FA S HIO N

PROSPEROUS
Photography / CATH HERMANS
Assistant / SAR AH BOER EN MAUD BONS
Hair & Make up / MARINO L AMBRIX
Model / PAT T Y @MODELUTION
Clothing / CAROL A VAN BENTHUM
Shoes / KOP EN STA ART
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PH OTO G R APHY
Top: Alessandra Giannetti
Skirt: Elena Faccio
Necklace: Vintage

UNCONSCIOUS

Photography / GUIDO MARTIR ANI
Stylist / VALERIA CEDRONE
Make Up / ALESSANDR A RIBIS
Model / ADRIANA GRILLI
@EUPHORIA AGENCY

BEAUTY

Maxi shirt: Asos
Shoes: Miista Shoes

Maxi shirt: Asos
Shoes: Miista Shoes

Shirt: M M 6
Pant: Alessandra Giannetti
Shoes: Vintage

Shirt: M M 6
Pant: Alessandra Giannetti
Shoes: Vintage

Top: Topshop Unique
Skirt: Elena Faccio
Socks: Wollford
Shoes: Dottor Martens

Top: Topshop Unique
Skirt: Elena Faccio
Socks: Wollford
Shoes: Dottor Martens
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HAIR
Jacket : Ilona Putkaradze
Body: Esther van Vliet
Shoe covers: Fenna Boothby
Panty & Shoes: H&M

PERFECTING

THE MESSY UPDO
Text / GEMMA DORLING
Photography / SHARI RUZZI
Model / NIKKI VERHOEVEN
Make up & Styling / EFFI VAN SWA AL
Hair / CHRIST MAENHOUT
Location / MASS MUSEUM ANT WERP

W

earing your hair poker straight and
super smooth will always be popular
but there are times when only the
effortlessly chic will do. We love a messy updo
and are glad to hear that this trend has been
gathering pace, made particularly popular by
festival goers. There are so many occasions
which lend themselves to messy hair; think lunch
with friends, a weekend shopping, a day at the
office, and even a night on the town.
The secret to creating a spot on messy bun is to
make it appear perfect without overcomplicating
the style. Yes it does require some effort; after
all there is a big difference between stylish messy
hair and looking like you have just rolled out of
bed. We have come up with two easy to create
looks which fit this trend perfectly.
Topknot
This look works brilliantly if your hair is a bit
dirty. Scrape your hair back into a high ponytail,
keeping two small sections out, before securing
with a band. Backcomb the ponytail in sections to
add height and then pin these pieces to the base
of the ponytail with Kirby grips. Finally plait the
two sections you left out of the ponytail and then
secure them to your head with grips.
Messy chignon
The messy chignon is perfect for a simple but
elegant up do. To achieve the look put your hair
into a ponytail centrally at the back of your head
before using a wide tooth comb to loosely back
comb it. Use Kirby grips to secure the lengths of
the ponytail into the base to create a messy style
chignon. Alternatively you can pin it to one side
behind your ear for a bit of variation. Leave your
fringe or any loose tendrils looking natural or
loosely curl then so they are in keeping with the
rest of the look.

Dress: Ilona Putkaradze

Top: Ilona Putkaradze
Pants: Fenna Boothby

Jacket : Ilona Putkaradze
Body: Esther van Vliet
Shoe covers: Fenna Boothby
Panty & shoes: H&M

Jacket: Ilona Putkaradze
Skirt : Eshter van Vliet
Panty & shoes : H&M

Jacket : Esther van Vliet
Dress: Ilona Putkaradze

E DITO RIAL

IN

BLOOM
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Photography / LINDSEY GIBEAU (VALBERG IMAGING) –
W W W.VALBERGIMAGING .COM
Model / KARINA @MODELS INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT –
W W W.MODELSINTERNATIONAL .ON.CA
Hair & Make up / MELODY IAFELICE –
W W W.MELODY-IAFELICE .COM
Stylist / KRISTIN GIBEAU – GANDER
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PH OTO G R APHY

NYMPH OF THE WOODS'
Photography / MELISSA HOUBEN
Model / MICHELLE-ANNE LUCAS @SESSIBON
Make up / SAR AH ALDERLIESTEN
Dress-design / JEROEN VAN DER KLIS @BIZARRE DESIGN

C

C
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E DITO RIAL
T-shirt: Eleonora Papetti
Pants: 120% lino
Shoes: Sigerson Morrison

MERGING
FLOWERS
Photography / DEBOR A BARNABA
Styling / ELEONOR A PAPET TI
Make up / ROBERTO MAMBRET TI
Video / LORENZO FARÈ
Model / GAYA @2DAYMODELS
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Top: Marni

Top: Marni
Pants: Jill Sander nav y
Shoes: Sigerson Morrison

Top: Andrea Incontri
Skirt: Marni
Shoes: msgm
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Top: Eleonora Papetti
Skirt: Vivienne Westwood
Shoes: msgm
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RO MANTIC

MARE NOSTRUM
Text / AL AN DALE
Photography / JAREK K ASPROWIAK
Models / SYLWIA PRZ YBYL A I JOANNA CY WINSK A
Fashion designer / GOSIA MOTAS
Hair / OL A LUK ASZEWICZ
Make up / SYLWIA PRZ YBYL A

“

Our sea, it’s our world.

”

Farouk had kissed her, long
and hotly then held her close
as they’d looked out over this
same darkening Mediterranean
horizon. “Mare nostrum,” Chloe’d
murmured, trembling as his hand
explored her décolleté token
defence against his passion. He’d
nodded, growling.
Now, as she huddled into a highnecked, long sleeved gown, she
knew. He’d gone. The wind whipped
the lower folds from her legs. She
turned back towards the villa,
where Xavier’s taunts awaited her.
The night she’d first met Farouk,
Xavier had introduced her to more
of his paunchy, balding financial
cronies.
“Come and meet my fiancée,” he’d
boomed, leering through his dark
beard at her. That was when she’d
snapped. Hurling her drink at him,
she’d fled to the serene dusk and
gentle, lapping susurrations of the
tide. Taut with rage and misery,
she’d been dimly aware of a man on
the shoreline.

He’d turned as she approached.
Dark, chiseled features lit up with a
gentle, concerned smile.
“Are you OK? Forgive me, but…”
The voice caressed, the cadences
suggesting confidence in his broad
shoulders and muscular build.
“No, I’m not.” Suddenly, she was
sobbing in his arms.
Tears punctuated her story of how
Xavier, unless she married him,
would betray her brother to the
police for drug dealing.
“That’s enough about me. You must
think…”
“Chloe, my parents have arranged
a marriage for me.” He’d drawn her
closer. “The girl and I feel nothing
for each other. Men are hunting me
back home.”
She’d never been happier, but
Xavier suspected. Guards patrolled
the garden.
One late summer evening, as her
wrap billowed in the wind, he’d told
her.
“Any time now, beloved; I’ll try to
communicate, but it may be too
dangerous.”
The sea sighed. Her mobile buzzed.
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FA S HIO N

IN THE

LIGHT
Photography / DANIEL A R AITI –
DANIEL AR AITIPHOTOGR APHY.NET
Clothing designs / TANU VASU
Hair & Make up / SANJA JOVIC
Model / VANESSA SZTA JNIGER
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PH OTO G R APHY

ADDICTED
TO LOVE

Tank: Hanes
Pants: BCBG
Belts: Luv A J
Bracelet: Cast of Vices
Shoes: Bakers

Model / R ACHEL ZEHNER @URSUL A WIEDMANN MODELS
Wardrobe Stylist / HANNA JOHNSON
Hair / ERIN TIERNEY
Make up / BECCA BUSSERT

Shirt: H&M
Blazer: Theor y
Tie: Vintage
Pants: Dolce & Gabbana
Earrings: 8 Other Reasons

Bra: Cameo
Blazer: Rag & Bone
Pants: Seven for All Mankind
Shoes: Jef frey Campbell

Jacket: Lovers + Friends
Shirt: Urban Outfitters
Jeans: H&M
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Leather Overalls: Friend of Mine
Rings: H&M
Shoes: UNIF
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TRE N D

FALL IN FEATHERS
Text / BROOKE RENAI CROW – W W W.GARBEDGE .COM. AU
Photography / JACEK SZOPIK (TABASCO SHOOT! PHOTOGR APHY )
Model / MALIK A MALWINA WALCZAK
Hair & Make up / K ATARZ YNA BOGUCK A (BY K ATIA)
Neck piece: A gnieszka Osipa
Dress : Lafir - Wy twórnia Mody

W

ho wants to be a little bit daring? A little
bit elusive? And offer a lot of intrigue?
For those of you out there who do wish
a little more for your wardrobe, the bourgeoning
end-of-summer trend could be exactly what you
need. Feathers are making their way onto the
slender collarbones of European models. It is
a mysterious and intriguing look that conjures
up images of fantastical characters, moody
temptresses and ultra-chic individuals.
This is not an everyday look that can be just put
together for a drink at your local bar. It is a look
that transpires through the pages of a high-gloss
magazine and onto the silhouette of an expertly
put together woman. A woman who treasures being
more dramatic than dowdy and more magical than
mundane will espouse this look and these women
should embrace it for all that it has to offer. That is a

sense of sophistication and individualism.
To pull off this look and avoid conjuring up images
of Disney’s Cruella Deville, one should be mindful
of the rest of the outfit. Feathers must be the focal
point of your outfit and not the added fluff to an
already over-accessorised look. They have to be the
statement piece, piece de resistance, literally the
feather in your cap.
If the whole idea of incorporating feathers gets you
in a flap try these three simplified looks. Firstly
try an understated nude dress, be it long or short
and adorn your décolletage with the same hue
of feathers either as an accent on the dress or a
necklace. Experiment by adding high gloss feathers
to the ends of your sleeves like exquisite epaulettes.
Lastly use a feather-made shrug to top off your LBD
and head sky high for your fashion fantasies.
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JUST A LITTLE BIT
Photography / PETR A SARTORIS – W W W.PETR ASARTORIS.COM
Stylist / SLEIMAN DAYA A – W W W. SLEIMANDAYA A .COM
Hair & make up / IEVA NEMCIAUSK AITE
Model / ZUZANA STRELCOVA
Wardrobe / BUGAT TI B>MORE DUBAI – W W W.BUGAT TI. AE

FA S HIO N
Shirt: H&M
Jeans: Mango
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MANIFESTO
Photography / CARLOTA ANDR ADE
Model / ANDREIA SILVA @BEST MODELS AGENCY –
W W W.BESTMODELSAGENCY.COM
Stylist / RITA ALVES
Make up / ANDREIA PINTO
Hair / TÂNIA LOPES

Blazer: Mango
Lingerie: Oysho
Jeans: Mango
Necklace: H&M
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P

hoenix, Arizona-based photographer,
Jeramie Campbell’s work is energetic, young,
and edgy. They vibrate with life and his
subjects whether they are gorgeous models, fancy
cars, or exotic landmarks jump off the photograph
to reality.
“I love what I do. From automobiles to people, my
passion for photography is about capturing the
subtleties in all of my subjects,” writes the up-andcoming photographer on his personal website.
He spent 4 years exclusively photographing
automobiles in a studio. Before automobiles the
young photographer worked with amateur and
professional models, production artists, and
corporations. He also spent time working for an
art wholesaler. He had the opportunity to witness
the formation of a plethora of fine art as well as
photograph and help to create prints and giclee
prints.

Currently, he is focused on fashion, editorial, and
travel photography. He has spent a good amount of
time travelling the world taking photos of fashion
and using the vast cultures of the world as a
backdrop. His portfolio includes collaborations with
top quality models, MUAs, hair stylists, and industry
professionals as well as major brands and magazines
such as Vogue, and Ferrari.
He looks to those closest to him for inspiration. His
family and friends are also passionate about the arts
including music, fine art, or cartoons. Campbell takes
advantage of every opportunity that comes his way.
Campbell embraces advancements in technology
and often experiments with it in his work. “One
could argue that technology is killing the arts,” says
Campbell. “I would disagree and say that it is pushing
the arts to new levels it has never been to before.”
Jeramie Campbell’s work is featured at
http://jeramiecampbell.com.
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E DITO RIAL

SANDS
Photography / TOMEK TOMKOWIAK – W W W.TOMEKTOMKOWIAK .COM
Model / SABINA JOV
Hair & Make up / KL AUDIA K AK A KLIMOWICZ
Fashion Outfits / K ATARZ YNA JARCZ YKOWSK A
Clothes: Friends with Benefits
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TRE N D

MADAME
MIX A LOT
Text / Esperanza Urbaez
Photography / EVA KRUIPER – W W W.EVAKRUIPERPHOTOGR APHY.COM
Model / TESS JANTSCHEK @BASE MODEL AGENCY–
CAPE TOWN, LENI'S MODEL MANAGEMENT & BOSS CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Styling / K AYLENE WEST
Hair & Make up / MARIE MAGGIO

W

ith plenty of fall/winter trends to choose
from it is hard to choose just one to show
off. Mixing trends can be a daring and
fun way to have fun with fashion and express your
particular mood. It is also a great way to stand out
of a crowd and create your own unique ‘trend’ so to
speak.
This season’s runways offered a variety of trends to
experiment with. This look, for example, is a perfect
example of how to balance colours, textures, prints

and styles. Stylist Kaylene West who started in
the fashion industry of London in 2003 and has a
collective 10 years international experience as a
stylist, plays with many trends seen this season.
Folk and fantasy made a huge debut this season.
Story-telling and theatrical styling is the key to this
trend. Detailed embroideries, ethnic prints, and
beautiful textures are paired together to perfection.
Mixing traditional motifs with modern silhouettes
create a futuristic mood that relates to the past.
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A watercolour over-sized boho-inspired dress over
monochrome striped pants and military black boots
is edgy and soft at the same time. For a punch of
attitude with a dose of whimsy feature this season’s
‘it” colour, blue, in a knee length skirt with fur
armbands and snake-skinned crop top. Think playful
with a touch of super chic. Fabric surfaces are
reimagined in order to create a textured and detailed
look. It always helps to add a touch of a classic
print like leopard. Prints, particularly stripes, are
expressed in new ways.

As colder months set in, layer and feature the
versatile qualities of woven fabrics, knits and jersey.
Fresh and lightweight fabrics worn against superheavy materials, elicit a feeling of heavenly luxury.
Fashion is about the individual and not a society full
of look alikes. Instead of following every trend to the
tee, try and mix a few together and create a beauty
that is expressive, modern, artistic and totally you!
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PH OTO G R APHY

SUPERMUNDANAE
Photography / BRYAN BABICH
Model / JESSIE ROSE
Make up / K ARL A MOR A
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E DITO RIAL

NEVER DOUBT

YOUR INSTINCT
Photography / EK ATERINA MANOSKINA
Model / ANGEL A ZHNETS
Style / OLGA PLENKINA & NATASHA GORK AYA
Hair & Make up / KONSTANTIN MOROZOV
Clothes: Olga Plenkina
Jewelr y: Ericsson Beamon
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L AB E L

IVANOVA – TIMELESSLY CHIC
Text / GARGI CHAKR AVART Y
Clothing / IVANOVA
Prints / IGNAT ZAVADA
Brooches / FREDINSK AYA JEWELRY

“ ”

Fashion is a language that creates itself in clothes to interpret
reality.

This is precisely what designer Lena Ivanova's Autumn/Winter
2014 collection boasts of. Stocked in a number of boutiques across
Eastern Europe, this winter, watch out for Lena's exclusive, tasteful
and aesthetic attires.
Founded in 2007, Ukrainian womenswear brand IVANOVA is all
about femininity, versatility, and beauty of fashion, catering to the
everyday woman. Cool, casual yet classy describe the must-have
pieces of every woman's wardrobe. Reticent colours, plain lines and
sharp angles make this collection priceless. What's more? Apt use of
chiffon, organza and laces that only act as an icing on the cake!
Lena's observant and perfectionist traits are visible in the clothing
she offers. Natural fabrics, predominantly linen and cotton fuses
the casual with the elegant, giving rise to a collection that is equally
peppy, sober, stylish and svelte. A number of looks in the collection
have an effortless day and night appeal.
From fantastic monochrome ensemble with the magic touch of sheer
layer, to the coat with quilted sleeves, from white jacquard long dress
to the simple greyish coat or the loose fitted Tee shirt, the dresses
have a special appeal because they are so chaste. They are timelessly
chic and perfectly wearable.
The prints in this collection are designed by Ignat Zavada, exclusively
for IVANOVA, using conventional skillfulness. The girgeous brooches
used are those of Ukrainian jewellery brand Fredinskaya Jewelry,
founded in 2009 by Olga Fredinskaya.
Lena's latest collection explains the maxim that less is more. Minimal
motifs can sometimes have the maximum impact. It's nothing but the
truth that brand Ivanova is set to take on the world. And so it will,
with its latest urbane, youthful and contemporary collection that
resonates with one and all.
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MAKEU P

BRIGHT

EYES
Text / ERICA VAN NOY
Photography / DIETMAR NIX – W W W.DIETMARNIX .DE
Hair & make up / JOHN ELLIOT T –
W W W. ARTISTGROUPMIER AU.COM
USING M. A .C . COSMETICS AND ALCINA HAIRCARE
Styling / ANKE MÜLLEJANS
Model / MARTE BONESCHANSKER – W W W.EUROMODEL .NL
Blouse : Monki

M

akeup is one of the simplest ways to make
a statement. Recently, incorporating
makeup application with splashes of
colour ranging from bright neon to metallic adds an
element of fun to your look.
It was popular in the 80’s and seen often in vast
amounts. As the years have gone on, the trend
has been refined. With sculpting techniques and a
watchful eye, you have the choice on how dramatic
you desire your look to be. At New York Fashion
Week last year, the trend was revived in a variety
of ways. At the Michael Kors SS 2013 show, they
featured modern neon liner careful applied on
the lid. While subtle, it provides a wink of colour
without overwhelming the senses. Donna Karan SS
2013 featured whimsical halos of pink shadow with
complimenting mascara. Missoni SS 2013 and Giles
SS 2013 opted for clean neon lips while Alexandre

Herchcovitch added futuristic flair with pastel
eyeliner both on the lash line and the crease of the
lid. The array of possibilities is endless, making it a
versatile trend for any age and any occasion.
Encountering a technique that can be easily adjusted
for day and evening is difficult to come by. Colour
splash is one of the few that are successful. For
example, during the day opt for clean lines, such as
a colorful cat eye. When evening approaches, add
more colour in smaller areas on the face; such as
the eyelid or lips. The possibilities reach as far as
your imagination. With versatility, clean lines and
eccentric qualities, adding colour in innovative ways
refreshes our senses and encourages creativity. We
are a complex society, filled with life. It is absurd
and fantastic, but often paralyzing. Uncomplicated
fashion de-clutters our lives and allows us to be open
to new ideas while expressing our souls.
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E DITO RIAL

FOREST GLAM

Photography / JOSHUA HANSON –
W W W. JOSHUATPHOTOGR APHY.COM
Model / CASSIE BROOKS
@ENV Y MODEL MANAGEMENT
Hair & Make up / JOSHUA HANSON –
W W W.HAIRBYJOSH.COM
Styling / JOSHUA HANSON

C

C
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FA S HIO N

MONORED

BLEU 9-19 COLLECTION
Photography / SAL NUNK ACHOV
Designer / MONORED
Make up / DANIEL A REIS
Hair / MARISA MARTINS
Exclusive Jewelr y / LIA GONÇALVES
Model / ANGELINA PAVLISHINA AT CENTR AL MODELS
Special Thanks: Fábrica de Santo Thyrso
W W W.MONORED.COM.PT
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INTRO D U C TIO N

ROCK
ETIQUETTE
Photography / CHIAROSCURO FOTOGR AFIA
Model / K AT T Y UKHANOVA – PRESIDENT MODELS IN MOSCOW
Hair & Make up / DESIREE SUT TER
Make up & Photographic Assistant / CRYSTAL FLORES
Stylist / ELINA FURMANE @ROCK ETIQUET TE – W W W.ROCKETIQUET TE .COM

R

ock Etiquette was founded in 2010 by
David Aragon, a long-time veteran of
the Los Angeles fashion industry. David
was born in Venezuela and has since lived
in Colombia, Israel, and the United States.
While working the nightlife in Tel Aviv and
Hollywood, David recognized a need for sexybut-chic clothing. His mission is to make sleek,
cosmopolitan styles available to everyone.
In 2013 an unstoppable team was born. As Latvia's
most sought after artists, DJ Ella partnered
with David to create a unique trendy balance of
complete male and female fashion in one stop.
As a model with a proven sense of style she has
been featured in signature magazines including
Cosmopolitan Latvia, FHM, Shape, Playboy and
several other high fashion magazines.
In 2009 and 2010 Latvian Fashion Federation
declared DJ Ella as being the most stylish Latvian
DJ/singer and was the only Latvian performer
nominated for "MTV Europe Music Awards" as
the "Best Baltic Act". The opening of her own
club / restaurant "Dstyle" in 2010 in the heart
of Old Riga, became one of the most preferred
entertainment places for Latvian celebrities,
where various fashion, art and music related
events take place, including the Riga Fashion
Week official after parties.
Ella moved to L.A. 2 years ago, from the beginning
of her music career her name was associated with
fashion; She has DJ’d events for Valentino, Tory
Burch, Jonathan Adler, Paige Denim, Top Shop,
different Nordstrom Fashion events, Converse,
1 state, Cotton On and several others.
Ella and David have combined music, art and
fashion in a cool, modern and exciting way.
Check out their latest projects, happenings and
fashion at http://www.rocketiquette.com.
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PH OTO G R APHY

LET’S
GO OUT
TONIGHT
Photography / ALEX ANDRE PASK ANOI W W W.PASK ANOI.COM
Make up / LISA LEFEBVRE - W W W.L AFAB.CO
Hair / WENNA JÉRÔME W W W.WEENA JEROME .COM
Style / MIU KORIDI - W W W.MIUKORIDI.COM
Model / TAMMAR A - DULCEDO MONTREAL
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FA S HIO N

BLACK WIDOW
Photography / JOE EVANS – W W W. JOEEVANS.DE
Model / CRISTINA MARIA SAR ACUT – W W W.CRISTINA-SAR ACUT.COM
A gency / MOST WANTED MODELS GERMANY
Hair & Make up / LISA BELYANINA
Fashion / DIANA SCHARIN
Assistance / MARISA FERNANDES
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RU NWAY

Dresscamp

Rich

Rich

Titivate

Snidel

Snidel

Lily Brown

Lily Brown

KOBE COLLECTION

RU NWAY

AUL A AIL A

DE TER NL

AG by aquagirl

AG by aquagirl

The SHEL`T TER _GARMENTSEVEN

CECIL McBEE

CECIL McBEE

DIESEL
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TOKYO GIRLS COLLECTION

Punyus

Sophila
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Forecast from the Stars

2014

BY MERICA NOÉL

Illustration / ANNA JASINSKI
W W W. ANNA JASINSKI.COM

LIBRA SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22

T

CAPRICORN DECEMBER 22 JANUARY 19

his m onth is all ab o ut self-relian ce .

into negative force and make things

T

complicated, while the Sun switches over

remember not to get sidetracked. Work

to play an ally. Professionally, try and focus

hard to achieve your goals. Be aware of

on solid outcomes. Do not give yourself

any mistakes that may occur. Mars will

Saturn will oppose your energy

his month will be a comfortable one.
This doesn’t mean life will be easy so

additional projects, unless previous jobs

oppose which means less love in the

are completed. When it comes to relationships, you will get a

air. Your love life may be in a rut with miscommunication and

chance to see who is truly loyal. If break ups come about, it may be

different goals. Share opinions calmly and without aggression. or

hard but you will feel content in the long run.

else your relationship may change forever.

AQUARIUS JANUARY 20 –
FEBRUARY 18

SCORPIO OCTOBER 23 NOVEMBER 21

T

T

his month is your luck y month! The
planets will be orbiting with positive

h e s t a r tin g days of th e m o nth w ill
be ver y important for the rest of

energy, except for Saturn. Professionally,

the month . You may come across some

work will b e complete d comfor tably if

exciting progress professionally and

you are accurate and focus. Work hard

romantically with your constellation

and reward yourself with play next month. Relationships should

negativity passing through. Be prepared

b e p u t o n h o l d at a s t a b l e s t ate . T h in k o f eve r y t h in g t w i c e

for some surprises. Execute your tasks

before taken into action. If friends are there for any suppor t,

carefully. The main thing is to not put your hands down if the

accept it and do not rush with decisions just yet.

starting days bring you bad news. Romantically, make sure you
listen to what your partner needs to say and conflicts will be
limited.

S A G I T TA R I U S N OV E M B E R 2 2 DECEMBER 21

PISCES FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20

o plan et s will collide an d yo u will

P

b e at p eace with the classic order

oppor tunities to show your skills at

of things. Jupiter and Venus will help in

work so don't hesitate to do some social

any troubled situations. But in the work

net working . Meet new p eople and you

N

ositive energ y of the stars will
surround you. There will be

space, be attentive with what actions you

may find something new about yourself.

move ahead with. Make sure not to doubt

If you have time, travel and enjoy the ‘adventure’ rush with

yourself. Romantically, you will have more luck since there is no

yo u r l ove d o n e s . Tr y n e w t h in g s a n d i f t h in g s g o w ro n g ,

aggressive planetary energy pulling you down. Now is the right

frien ds will b e by yo ur side . Work towards yo ur goal an d

time to get closer with that potential lover. Couples should focus on

take advantage of the amount of positive energ y you have

mutual goals.

this month!

ARIES MARCH 21 - APRIL 19

CANCER JUNE 21 -JULY 22

Y

T

ou will encounter many fears this
m o n t h . C i r c u m s t a n c e s m ay n e e d

he planets are orbiting with negative
energy so be sure to be a step ahead

to b e a cce p te d b u t w ith th e M o o n by

of things. Professionally, be prepared to

yo u r si d e yo u h ave n o m a j o r f e a r s to

face any unexpec ted circumstances. In

w o r r y a b o u t . P r o f e s s i o n a l l y, t h i n g s

relationships, if there is a problem that

will be accomplished but the hard way.

you haven't managed to speak up about,

Keep your eyes opened and think carefully before you finalise

now is the time to do so. There may be painful tears and scars

anything. Be prepared mentally for troubles that may fall into

but you will learn from this. If the problem is at your fault ,

your hands. Keep your determination and self-confidence in

better apologise sincerely now.

focus. When it comes to relationships, keep your thoughts to
yourself for now and if anything is bothering you, do it earlier
in the month.

TAURUS APRIL 20 - MAY 20

LEO JULY 23 -AUGUST 22

T

T

his month will be a harmonic
o n e . Ve n u s w i l l p r o t e c t y o u f r o m

he Sun will bring you more confidence
than usual. But be careful with

negative vibes. But be careful, Pluto can

professional opportunities. You may get

b e ver y explosive . Profe ssionally, yo u

of fers for partnerships of some sort but

will have a great outcome if done right.

do not rush into results. Analyse carefully

No mistakes and no sp ontaneit y if you

before making final decisions. With

want that promotion. Romantically, as a

relationships, some friends and family will

seeker, take all the chances you can get because there’s a high

be coming to you for advice so be ready to give out some great

chance you might find your other half. If taken already, try and

advice. Romantically, stay away from anger. This month is your

be less social this month. Your fundamental traits may put you

month to forgive.

in an unwanted situation.

GEMINI MAY 21 -JUNE 20

VIRGO AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22

W

T

ith ver y lit tle sup p o r t f ro m th e
planets, you can only count

here is a lot of transformation in
the energ y of the planets but the

o n M e r c u r y t o d o t h e j o b . Tr y n o t t o

outcome will be safe. Focus on what

ma ke a ny majo r d e cisio n s this m o nth .

is currently most important and you

D o n' t s e t a ny t h i n g i n s to n e , a n d g i v e

will have opportunities to succeed

others the choice to finalise something.

f i n a n c ia l l y. t r y a n d s t a y a w a y f r o m

Romantically, you may have competition getting that person

a n y o p p o r t u n i t i e s c o m i n g y o u r w a y.

into your arms. Be prepared to fight. Worst comes to worst, if

R o m a n t i c a l l y, t h i s m o n t h m a y b e t r o u b l e s o m e b u t d o n' t

defeated by another, you are not alone with the loyal friends

worr y, do not blame yourself! Work over romance, give your

you have.

partner some distance and remind yourself of independence.
Don't waste your energy dealing with everyday problems and
hassles that are smaller than nothing.

